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Comprehension (35 minutes) #ff0000>听力mp3下载 Section A

Directions: In this section, you will hear 8 short conversations and 2

long conversations. At the end of each conversation, one or more

questions will be asked about what was said. Both the conversation

and the questions will be spoken only once. After each question

there will be a pause. During the pause, you must read the four

choices marked A), B), C) and D), and decide which is the best

answer. Then mark the corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 2 with

a single line through the centre. 注意：此部分试题请在答题卡2

上作答。 11. A) Unusual. B) Enthusiastic. C) Serious. D)

Threatening. 12. A) She should write her name on the top of a list. B)

She will be the last to be interviewed C) She is one of many

applicants expecting an interview. D) She must fix a date for the job

interview. 13. A) The husband is not usually so observant. B) The

wife is annoyed at her husbands complaint. C) The husband has

stretched the truth. D) The wife is flattered by her husbands

compliment. 14. A) The students miss their professor very much. B)

The professor missed the class for no rason. C) A new course will

begin next Monday. D) No assignment was given to the students. 15.

A) Improve his reading skill. B) Help people who are in need. C)



Write something for T/mes. D) Look for a job. 16. A) The man put

too much trust on weather broadcast. B) Clouds and cool

temperatures are expected. C) It might be even better than it already

is. D) They will enjoy a sunny and warm holiday next week. 17. A)

Write a letter to the newspaper editor. B) Find a part-time job as a

news reporter. C) Stay awake for the midnight news program. D)

Prepare an article for this weeks newspaper. 18. A) The university

made a big step in changing campus life. B) Campus life has changed

little since last year. C) He doesnt care of any changes of campus life.

D) He advises the woman to take part in a club. Questions 19 to 21

are based on the conversation you have just heard. 19. A) They

throw water on each other and paint a couple of days. B) They watch

Thai kickboxing in large stadiums in Bangkok. C) They ride

elephants in the mountains and in the jungle. D) They play

traditional Thai instruments and sing songs. 20. A) Salty. B) Hot. C)

Sour. D) Bitter. 21. A) Rich people in the northeast part of Thailand.

B) Special people in the northern part of Thailand. C) Most normal

citizens of Thailand. D) Anyone in the mountains and jungles of

Thailand. Questions 22 to 25 are based on the conversation you have

just heard. 22. A) The governors wife named it after her husband. B)

The governor named it after his wife. C) People in Vegetable Creek

named it after a nurse. D) A nurse in Vegetable Creek named it after

a doctor. 23. A) In 1872. B) In 1942. C) In 1979. D) In 1988. 24. A)

Sheep and mine. B) Lumber and machinery. C) Mine and lumber.

D) Sheep and machinery. 25. A) Archies life growing up in the

countryside. B) Chinese peoples development in Emmaville. C) The



history of shepherds in New South Wales. D) The Shearers toilsome

life in Australian country. Section B Directions: In this section, you

will hear 3 short passages. At the end of each passage, you will hear

some questions. Both the passage and the questions will be spoken

only once. After you hear a question, you must choose the best

answer from the four choices marked A), B), C) and D ). Then mark

the corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 2 with a single line through

the centre. 注意：此部分试题请在答题卡2上作答。 Passage

One Questions 26 to 28 are based on the passage you have just heard.

26. A) To de~ermine whether the Earths temperature is going up. B)

To study the behavior of some sea animals. C) To measure the

depths of the ocean. D) To measure the movement of waves on the

ocean. 27. A) They were frightened and digressed. B) They swam

away when the speaker was turned on. C) They swam closer to

"examine" the speaker when it was turned off. D) They didnt seem to

be frightened and kept swimming near the .speaker. 28. A) To attract

more sea animals to the testing site. B) To drive dangerous sea

animals away from the testing site. C) To help trace the sea animals

being tested. D) To determine how sea animals communicate with

each other. Passage Two Questions 29 to 32 are based on the passage

you have just heard. 29. A) Technology advance is causing changes.

B) Technology does not progress so fast as in other fields. C)

Technological innovations have not taken place yet. D) The

techniques used as the same as they were 50 years ago. 30. A) If there

are librarians operating computer search. B) If the computer accepts

the words they entered. C) If the computer has the database they



need. D) If the topic of the research is acceptable and doable. 31. A)

It helps further academic communication. B) It shortens the working

time of librarians. C) It is much easier, faster and more complete. D)

It is much cheaper considering the cost. 32. A) By converting

documents into videos. B) By collecting more information in

libraries. C) By collecting more indexes from computer. D) By

having microfilm copies of materials. Passage Three Questions 33 to

35 are based on the passage you have just heard. 33. A) Why people

would not buy instant coffee. B) Why instant coffee did not taste

good. C) Why women didnt like to drink coffee. D) Why regular

coffee was popular. 34. A) Which was better, instant coffee or regular

coffee. B) Womens attitude towards shopping. C) The necessity of

malting such a shopping list. D) The personality of a woman who

would prepare such a list. 35. A) They didnt trust the advertisements.

B) Instant coffee was not suited to housewives taste. C) They wanted

to show that they were intelligent in cooking. D) They had a sense of

shame about using instant coffee. Section C Directions: In this

section, you will hear a passage three times. When the passage is read

for the first time, you should listen carefully for its general idea.

When the passage is read for the second time, you are required to fill

in the blanks numbered from 36 to 43 with the exact words you have

just heard. For blanks numbered from 44 to 46 you are required to

fill in the missing information. For these blanks, you can either use

the exact words you have just heard or write down the main points in

your own words. Finally, when the passage is read for the third time,

you should check what you have written. 注意：此部分试题请在
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